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Abstract 

In recent times the usage of smart phones has significantly increased. Businesses are 
transforming to make more out of smart phones. As a consequence, there is an increasing 
demand to have more and more mobile applications. Among other areas, mobile applications 
are also being used to make financial transactions. Applications used for financial transactions 
need to be more reliable and have end-to-end security. To implement security we heavily 
depend on cryptography and the heart of cryptography is the keys which are used in 
cryptographic processes (encryption/decryption).  Therefore, it is essential not only to protect, 
but also to properly manage these keys, so that a robust and secure system can be achieved. 
This research work provides a complete implementation of symmetric key management for 
mobile phone applications with a focus on financial data using a key hierarchy approach. We 
have developed a key management system which allows smart phones to download the 
cryptographic key hierarchy. This key hierarchy is used to encrypt and decrypt financial data, 
such as PIN and other transaction information. Using this application (key management 
system), we can achieve an end-to-end security between client (mobile phones) and payment 
server (banking server). This research work presents implementation of key management 
system for Android OS only. 

 

Key words: Symmetric Key Management, Key Hierarchy, Key Security, Financial 
Transaction, Mobile Phone, Mobile Application Security, mCommerce.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1  Background 

World has seen a rapid advancement in technology in the last couple of decades. Today 

billions of dollars are being transferred electronically, millions of people connect to each 

other with mobile devices, messages are reaching to the other end of world with a single 

click and pictures are being shared as you were there at that moment. 

In this technological advanced world small hand-held devices, like mobile phones, are 

playing a vital role in our lives. Over last few years, significant progress has been made in the 

development of mobile phones. Today, we have mobile phones with larger storage and 

higher processing power than ever before. Progress at same pace has occurred in telecom 

and data communication world which has resulted into highly available and faster networks. 

Due to the fact that these devices are handy in usage, have faster processing, higher storage 

and connectivity to Internet, individuals are using them for more than just communication 

purposes. This innovation has changed the shape of today’s world.   

Also, this development in technology has given developers and researchers a new field of 

development and research which is “mobile application development”. To cope with the 

requirements of mobile application users, development in this area has exponentially 

increased in recent times. With more developers working to develop mobile applications, 

there is a competition in the market. That has made such application development more 

efficient and versatile. 

A significant progress has already been made in mobile applications development. Today’s 

advanced mobile applications are allowing us to book plane tickets through a phone, online 

shopping, pay our bills, check our bank accounts, transfer funds from one account to the 

other, and so on. 

An increasing number of people are relying on mobile applications to transfer funds, pay bills 

and perform other financial transactions. This implies, such mobile applications are holding 

and transferring sensitive data, such as PIN codes and other payment details. These 

applications must be protected against any attacks which may harm or misuse this sensitive 

data. In order to protect mobile applications and data being transferred from these 

applications, a number of security measures are taken in advance. 

Usage of cryptography in such mobile applications is one of these measures. Cryptography is 

one of the essential techniques to maintain confidentiality in mobile applications. The core 

of cryptography is the keys which are used to encrypt and decrypt data. A compromised key 

could lead to a failure of entire security system. Therefore it is very important to protect 

these keys from being compromised. A well designed key management system is vital to 

achieve an efficient and reliable crypto system. This research aims to provide a secure and 
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suitable key management system for mobile applications. The target mobile operating 

system for this research is Android.  

Additional motive of this research is to design a key management system in accordance of 

ANS X9.24-1 standard for “Retail Financial Services Symmetric Key Management”. 

1.2 Problem Statement 
Security of an application heavily depends on cryptography and the heart of cryptography is 

the keys used to encrypt/decrypt the data. A compromised key could lead to failure of the 

whole security system. In mobile communication system, so far mobile operators are the 

ones who are providing security between two applications. The involvement of these third 

parties (mobile operators) is not a good security solution. It could easily lead to breach in 

security of a system. Furthermore, there is no specialized key management system for 

mobile phones with regards to financial services. Today’s advanced mobile applications with 

the functionality of financial services need a more reliable and specialized key management 

system to provide high level end-to-end security and reliability for financial services. This 

research will provides a specialized key management system for mobile phones with focus 

on financial services. 

1.3 Purpose  
The ultimate purpose of this research is to provide end-to-end security between a mobile 

application and payment or banking server. This could be possible with the development of a 

secure and efficient key management system for mobile phones. This key management will 

allow mobile phones to store cryptographic keys for encryption / decryption of financial data 

before transmitting them in a secure channel. 

1.4 Goal 
The goal of the this project is to develop a prototype symmetric key management system 

that downloads keys to client mobile phone which could be used to encrypt / decrypt 

financial data, such as PIN and other financial information. 

1.5 Research Methodology 
The first step in this project was to get an overview of modern technologies, such as smart 

phones, mobile applications and mobile financial services. Mobile financial services were 

studied in the context of understanding the need of security. In the second step, a prototype 

of the proposed solution was designed and implemented. So, this research could be 

categorized under science direct methodology. 

1.6 Limitations 
Due to time limited nature of this project, this project is limited to secure key management 

system for financial data in mobile applications. The target is confined to Android platform. 

All key management features are not implemented.  
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1.7 Thesis Organization 
This thesis report has been organized into eight chapters. 

The first chapter gives a general overview of this report. It gives information on background, 

problem statement, purpose of thesis, research methodology, and limitations of this thesis. 

 The second chapter gives an overview of technology and its uses in this era. It addresses 

security concerns and available security mechanisms. 

The third chapter gives information on cryptography, cryptographic and types of 

cryptographic keys. 

The fourth chapter gives an overview of Key Management System in general and also 

security requirements for a key management system and related standards to key 

management for financial data. 

The fifth chapter is the theoretical explanation of the proposed Key Management System. 

Chapter six contains the proposed design and implementation of the proposed key 

management system. 

The seventh chapter shows a snapshot demo of the developed application and also the 

result analysis of the key management system according to the related standards. 

At the end, we have conclusions and some future recommendations. 
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2 Overview of Technology and Security 

Requirements 

2.1 Mobile Phones 
A mobile phone is a small hand-held wireless device which allows us to make and receive 

calls from a wide geographic area. Mobile phones were first introduced in 1973. Since then, 

a significant progress has been made in the development of mobile phones. As a result of 

this development, today’s mobile phones are much more efficient in terms of processing 

power, storage and functionality.  Modern phones don’t only allow us to call, but we can 

also send SMS, MMS, browse Internet, send and receive e-mails, etc. [1] 

 

Figure 1: The Evolution of Cell Phones [15] 

2.1.1 Smartphone 

A mobile phone built with a mobile operating system is referred as “Smartphone”. A 

Smartphone is far more capable of faster processing and connectivity. A Smartphone 

combines the functionalities of PDAs, media player, video and photographic camera, and 

GPS. Today’s smart phones are manufactured with a high resolution touch screens. Using 

touch screen, we can interact with the phone to perform any action. Broadband and high 

speed Wi-Fi connectivity of Smart phones allows us to access Internet and webpages. The 

following figure gives an overview of some Smartphone and their processing speeds. [2] 
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Figure 2: Smartphone Comparison Guide 2012 [16] 

2.1.2 Mobile Operating System 

A mobile operating system is an operating system which runs on a smart phone and 

combines the functionality of mobile phone and personal computers. A mobile OS allows 

programmers to develop applications without considering specifications, drivers and 

functionality of hardware. Mobile OS allows these applications to customize hardware 

according to their design. [3]  

There are many Mobile OS available. The following are some popular Mobile OS. 

2.1.2.1 Android 

Android is Linux kernel based open source mobile OS developed by Google. It is an open 

source Mobile OS and can be customized according to phone’s requirements. Third party 

applications can be installed on it. Android applications are developed in Java programming 

language and it provides a rich set of APIs. Many big Smartphone manufactures such as: 

Samsung, HTC, Sony are using Android with their smart phones. Currently, Android is holding 

the biggest share in market of mobile OS. As of Oct 2013 the current version of android is 4.4 

“KITKAT”. [4] 

2.1.2.2 iOS 

iOS is a XNU kernel based Mobile OS which runs on iPhones, iPods and iPads. This mobile OS 

runs only on Apple device and allows applications to be installed in it, but only Apple’s 

approved applications can be installed in it. All applications for iOS can only be installed from 

Apple’s “App Store”. As of October 2013 App Store contained more than 1,000,000 iOS 

Applications. The programming language for iOS application is Objective C and it provides a 

rich set of APIs for building application. iOS is considered as one of the most mature and 

robust Mobile OS. As of October 2013 the current version of iOS is 7.0.3. [4] 

2.1.2.3 Windows Phone 

Windows Phone is mobile OS from Microsoft developed for “Smartphone”. It is a successor 

of Windows Mobile. Although it is a Microsoft product, other Smartphone manufactures can 

obtain its license to use with their devices. It also allows mobile applications to run on it. 
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Mobile applications for windows phone are developed using C Sharp (C#) and Microsoft 

Visual Studio. It also provides rich set of APIs and access to Smartphone resources. Windows 

Phone is relatively new Mobile OS and not very popular until now. [4] 

2.1.2.4 BlackBerry 10 

BlackBerry 10 is mobile OS from BlackBerry Limited developed for BlackBerry Smartphones 

and tablets. BlackBerry is not a very popular mobile OS. Therefore, recently BlackBerry has 

added an Android runtime layer. This would allow developers to easily package and 

distribute applications designed to work with Android.  [5] 

The following figure shows a comparison for different Mobile OS with respect to their 

market share. 

 

Figure 3: Smartphone sales with respect to OS. [17] 

2.1.3 Mobile Financial Services 

With the growth of smart phone technology, mobile applications have also grown rapidly. 

Today lots of services can be used with mobile phones . 

2.1.3.1 Mobile Payments 

Mobile Payment is a payment system which uses a mobile to pay some money. The payment 

could be a utility bill, parking ticket, restaurant bill or online shopping. [6] 

2.1.3.2 Mobile POS 

Mobile POS is a system developed to use mobile devices to replace the traditional merchant 

POS of sale terminal and is typically used for inventory management and electronic 

payments. Mobile POS can support different types of payment devices, such as traditional 

stripe card, contactless bank cards etc. [7] 
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2.1.3.3 Mobile Banking 

Mobile Banking can be defined as the use of mobile device by a consumer to access and 

manage his financial services provided by a bank, credit union or other financial services. [7] 

2.1.3.4 Mobile Commerce 

Mobile commerce can be defined as; when a mobile phone is used in a commercial 

transaction. It is known as mCommerce or Mobile Commerce. [7] 

2.2 Security Requirements 

2.3 Security Requirements for Financial Services 

Security Requirements can be referred as the requirements which need to be fulfilled in 

order to declare a system is secure. These requirements include the following: 

2.3.1 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality means the content of message/data is protected in such a way that it can 

only be viewed by authenticated entity. Data/message must be protected in such a way that 

no interceptor can intercept and get the context of original data/message. Confidentiality 

can the achieved by cryptography. 

When talking about financial data, it is really very important to protect the data.   

2.3.2 Integrity 

Integrity means that data/message is not tampered during transfer between two 

communicating parties. An attacker can attack data/message during the transfer and could 

modify it to benefit him/herself.  

2.3.3 Authentication 

This is verification of the identity of a user or a system before granting it the access to 

protected information or system. Without a well-defined authentication system an attacker 

can attack the system and violate security of the system. A well-defined and strong 

authentication system can guard against such attacks and ensure the safety of a system. 

2.3.4 Non-Repudiation 

Non-repudiation provides the integrity of the source of the data/message. This means a 

source of the message cannot deny its involvement in some action of sending and receiving 

message. Sometimes, attackers can send a wrong message to an entity acting as its 

communication partner; however they are not real partners. The purpose of this attack is to 

accuse the party involved in a communication. Non-repudiation can be achieved by digital 

signatures.  
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3 Cryptography and Cryptographic Key Types 

3.1 Cryptography 
Cryptography is an art of secret communication where a plain text is converted into text 

non-understandable for third party. The process of this conversion is known as encryption. 

The encryption is performed with the help of some key known as cryptographic key, also 

sometimes as encryption key. At the other end of communication, the receiver receives the 

encrypted text and decrypts that text. The receiver uses cryptographic key / decryption key 

to convert the text back to understandable form. Cryptography is done to achieve 

confidentiality. 

There are two main approaches to cryptography: [8] 

• Asymmetric Cryptography 

• Symmetric Cryptography 

3.1.1 Asymmetric Cryptography 

Also known as public/private key cryptography, this is an approach of cryptography in which 

a pair of keys is used for encryption and decryption process. There are two keys in this pair, 

they both are different from each other, but they are associated with each other. These two 

keys are: 

- Public Key 

- Private Key 

Public Key is a key which is used to encrypt plain text. As we can see by its name, public key 

means, this key is known to public or to everyone in communication. Anyone can use this 

key to encrypt data using this key before sending it to its owner. 

Private Key is used to decrypt data back to its plain form. This is a secret key and only known 

to its owner. If private key in asymmetric encryption is compromised, the whole system’s 

security will be at risk. 

 

Figure 4: Asymmetric key cryptography [18] 
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Asymmetric encryption can provide a better security solution, but it requires more 

computational power and recourses which means a decrease in systems performance. One 

of the major drawbacks of asymmetric cryptography is the distribution of key to legitimate 

parties. PKI is a viable solution for wired network, but small scale devices still lack suitable 

computational power for handling resource consumptions. [9] 

3.1.2 Symmetric Cryptography 

Also known as secret key cryptography or shared key cryptography, symmetric cryptography 

is an approach in which a single secret key is used for both encryption and decryption. 

Experts recommend the use of symmetric cryptography technique to encrypt messages, 

while public key cryptography should be used for session protection. [9] 

 

Figure 5: Symmetric key cryptography [18] 

 

Since in shared key cryptography one shared key is used, it is very important to protect the 

shared key. A compromised key could be a threat to confidentiality of data. For protection of 

shared key, a well design key management system has a great importance. We have 

designed and implemented a layer-based key hierarchy and protection system for shared 

key, which is explained in later chapters of this report. 

Symmetric encryption is mostly done to achieve confidentiality of data.  Encrypted data 

could be sent over insecure channel. However, the key must be sent through a different 

channel. In our designed system, encryption keys could also be sent over insecure channel 

except master key. [10] 

More details of symmetric key cryptography are given in coming chapters. 

There are different encryption algorithms available for symmetric encryption. Some of them 

are given in the following sections. 

3.1.2.1 DES/ Triple DES 

DES (Data Encryption Standard) is encryption algorithm which uses a block cipher technique 

to encrypt data. DES uses a block size of 64-bit in the ciphering process with a 56-bit key size 

and takes 16 rounds to complete the encryption process.  
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Developed by IBM, DES has previously dominated the electronic data encryption for years 

and has highly influenced cryptography. With the progress in technology, high 

computational power of modern system and some potential weaknesses in design, DES and 

small key size DES is not considered as a secure algorithm for encryption. [11] 

It is considered secure in the form of Triple DES. Triple DES, also known as Triple Data 

Encryption Algorithm (TDEA or Triple DEA), is an algorithm which applies DES three times to 

each block of data. Triple DES uses a key bundle of three DES 56-bit keys. It encrypts 64-bits 

blocks and takes 48 DES rounds for encryption. It can be explained as: [12] 

Encryption 

Cipher Text = Encryption Key 3 (Decryption Key 2(Encryption Key 1 (plaintext))) 

Decryption 

Plain Text = Decryption Key 1(Encryption Key2 (Decryption Key 3(cipher text)))  

3.1.2.2 AES 

AES (Advance Encryption Standard) is a symmetric block cipher algorithm. It uses a 128 bit 

fixed block size of data for encryption and decryption. However AES provides the facility to 

choose key sizes from 128 bit, 192 bit and 256 bits. AES takes variable number of rounds in 

the encryption process. The number of rounds depends on the size of key uses. [12] 

- 10 Rounds for 128-bit keys. 

- 12 rounds for 192-bit keys. 

- 14 rounds for 256-bit keys. [13] 

AES is a symmetric key cryptographic algorithm which uses a single secret key for encryption 

and decryption of data. 

3.2 Importance of Keys in Cryptography 

When talking about information security, cryptography is considered as heart of 

confidentiality. Confidentiality heavily depends of cryptography. A well chosen cryptographic 

technique, i.e. asymmetric cryptography or shared key cryptography, could be vital to 

achieve the required level of confidentiality. 

Keys in cryptography have great importance or could be considered as the most important 

part of cryptography. Any compromised key could lead to failure of the entire security 

system. We can choose different key sizes to increase the protection level in cryptography 

but it is also very important to secure the key itself. A secret key must be kept secret and 

should be stored securely, so that no adversary can access it. A well designed key 

management system could help protecting the keys in an effective way.  
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3.3 Types of Cryptographic Keys 

The following are few types of cryptographic keys.  

1. Private Signature Key: In asymmetric cryptography, private keys which are used to 

generate digital signature are known as private signature keys. These are used to provide 

integrity protection, authentication and non-repudiation. [11] 

2. Public Signature-verification Key: A public key in public key cryptography, which is used to 

verify digital signature to provide non-repudiation, authentication and integrity, is known as 

Public Signature verification key. [11] 

3. Symmetric data-encryption key: In symmetric key cryptography, the keys which are used 

for encryption/decryption of data are known are symmetric data-encryption keys. [11] 

4. Symmetric key-wrapping key: The symmetric keys which are used to encrypt other 

symmetric keys are known as symmetric key-wrapping keys. [11] 

5. Symmetric master key: A symmetric key which is used to derive other symmetric key are 

is known as master key or some time key derivation key. [11] 
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4 Overview of Key Management Systems and Related 

Standards. 

4.1 Key Management 

Key Management is a system of managing keys for a cryptosystem. Key management 

process includes generation, storage, exchange, use and replacement of keys. A successful 

and secure key management system is critical for the security of every cryptosystem. 

4.1.1 Key Management Functions 

4.1.1.1 Key Generation 

A key management system must generate random keys in a way that it is not feasible to 

determine the next random number. 

4.1.1.2 Key Storage 

A key management system must provide the facility to store the key within its boundaries in 

such a way that the keys can be accessed and used whenever needed.  

4.1.1.3 Key Exchange 

The key management system must allow the exchange of keys among parties involved in the 

communication.  

4.1.1.4 Key Replacement 

Key management system must provide the functionality of key replacement incase of 

compromised keys or whenever an update is needed according to security policy. 

4.2 Security Requirements for Key Management System 

A secure and efficient key management is the goal of every system. Protection measures 

must be taken to secure the information within a key management system. The information 

could exist in two forms.  

4.2.1 Information in Transit 

4.2.1.1 Confidentiality 

When keying material in transmitted over an insecure channel, such as Internet, it must be 

protected in a way that no adversary can understand it. This could be achieved by encrypting 

the information before transmitting it to an insecure channel. Or it should be transferred 

using some secure channel or some trusted currier. [11] 

4.2.1.2 Integrity 

The keying material could be at risk of alteration during the communication. Therefore, a key 

management system should have the ability to both detect and prevent the information 

from being altered. This can be achieved by cryptographic mechanisms, such as MAC or 

digital signature. [11] 
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4.2.1.3 Availability 

The keying information could be destroyed intentionally or unintentionally during 

communication between two parties. It is important to take necessary measures to make 

keying information available at its destination. This cannot be achieved by cryptography, so 

some non-cryptographic mechanisms should also be part of key management system to 

ensure availability. [11] 

4.2.2 Information in Storage 

The cryptographic information, which is not in transit and is stored in some sort of storage 

device, i.e. hard disk or any other storage medium, is also at risk of being compromised. 

Therefore, such information must also be protected. The following are some key 

requirements to ensure the security of cryptographic information located at storage devices.  

4.2.2.1 Confidentiality 

Private or secret keys must be protected in a way that no one can view them when they are 

persisted in storage. This can be achieved by restricting access to storage medium. Also 

private/secret keys must be stored in encrypted form. [11] 

4.2.2.2 Integrity 

Stored cryptographic information is always at high risk of modification. Therefore, physical 

or cryptographic measures must be taken to ensure the integrity of the information. 

Physically it can be achieved by restricting the access to cryptographic material. 

Cryptographic mechanisms, such as: MAC or digital signature, could also be used to ensure 

the integrity of cryptographic information. Compromised information could be restored 

from secure backup of information. [11] 

4.2.2.3 Availability 

The cryptographic information must be available when needed. Sometimes it is possible to 

lose the information stored in the storage device. So, a secure and encrypted backup of the 

information must be taken and securely stored on separate storage devices. [11] 

4.3 Key Security Policy 

It is very important to protect the key from being compromised. A compromised key could 

be disastrous for the entire system. Key security can be achieved by a well-defined key 

security policy. 

A well-defined key security policy is very important for an effective and reliable key 

management system. An effective key security policy must define the complete life cycle of a 

key which includes key generation, storage, distribution, expiration and updating under a 

protective environment.  
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4.4 Related Standard for key management for financial 

services 
When we are talking about a specialized key management system for financial services, we 

need to follow some special requirements. Financial services deal with special and sensitive 

data, such as PIN and transaction data. There is a special standard for key management for 

financial services which we need to follow in order to make our key management approved. 

In our solution, described in later chapters, we will be following this standard.  

4.4.1 Retail Financial Services Symmetric Key Management 

American National Standard Institute (ANSI) approved some special requirements for 

Symmetric Key Management for Financial Services, known as ANSX9.24-1:2009, Retail 

Financial Services Symmetric Key Management. 

4.4.1.1 Key Management Requirements 

This Standard describes some requirements which are to be fulfilled in order any key 

management system to comply with this standard. The following are some key requirements 

for key management for financial services. [14] 

4.4.1.1.1 Key Generation 

Keys shall be generated by a random or pseudo-random process in such a way that it is not 

feasible to determine the next probable key.  

4.4.1.1.2 Key Storage 

The cryptographic keys shall be stored in Temper Resistant Security Module (TRSM) or if 

outside TRSM, the keys must be stored encrypted. 

4.4.1.1.3 Key Exchange 

The keys must be exchanged in encrypted form and the master key should be exchanged 

manually or using some secure storing device or card. 

4.4.1.1.4 Key Replacement 

A key could be under attack or could be compromised. A key shall be replaced with a new 

key when a key is compromised. When a key is under attack, it should be replaced before it 

is discovered.  

4.4.1.1.5 Secure Environment 

The Key Management environment should be secure and any keying material should not be 

exposed until destroyed. 

4.4.1.1.6 Key Utilization 

Any key used for the cryptographic process should be unique and shall only be used for one 

purpose.  
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4.4.1.2 Key Management Methods 

This standard also describes some key management methods based on prevention control 

and detection controls. These methods are given as follows. [14] 

4.4.1.2.1 Fixed Transaction Keys 

This is a prevention control key management method in which transaction keys are used for 

encryption/decryption. These keys are transferred using some physical medium, such as 

magnetic card or key loading device. 

4.4.1.2.2 Master Key / Transaction Key 

This is a prevention control key management method which uses a key hierarchy of 

transaction keys and key encrypting keys. This is a layer-based key hierarchy in which top 

level key is known as master key and transaction keys are at the bottom of the layer. 

Transaction keys are encrypted with key encrypting keys and can be sent over insecure 

channel. Master key shall be transferred using some secure physical medium, such as 

magnetic card or key loading device.  
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5 PCI Key Management System 
For financial data, confidentiality is very important due to its sensitive nature. To achieve 

confidentiality, we depend on symmetric key cryptography. In Symmetric Key Cryptography, 

plain readable data is encrypted into non-readable data with the help of shared secret key 

(symmetric key) before transmitting it over the network. At the receiver’s end this data is 

decrypted back to its readable form with the help of same secret key. The most important 

part of this encryption and decryption process is the key which is used to encrypt and 

decrypt the data. This key must be protected and made available when it is needed for 

encryption and decryption process. Therefore we proposed a symmetric key management 

for mobile phone with focus on financial data. Our proposed solution will allow mobile 

phones to download symmetric keys from our key management server. These keys are the 

ones to be used for encryption/decryption of data. Besides, this solution allows clients to 

update the keys anytime they want it.  

In our proposed solution we are using key-hierarchy approach to protect the keys.  

5.1 Key Hierarchy 
We can take a layer-based approach to protect the lowest cryptographic keys. This can be 

achieved by declaring key levels where higher level keys are used to encrypt lower level 

keys. With this approach the top level key will always be a master key and will be kept 

secret. Master key is only used to derive lower level keys. Lower most level keys are real 

working encryption/decryption keys which are used to encrypt the real data, such as PIN and 

other financial data. We can create as many layers as we want, but to fulfill our 

requirements and keeping in mind the processing power of phones, we have proposed a 

three-layer hierarchy design, as shown in the Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: PCI Key Hierarchy 
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6 Design and Implementation 

6.1 System Architecture 
The designed key management system is a client-server based key management system for 

Android devices. This system allows Android application to connect to the server and 

request keys. The server will generate a layer-based key hierarchy and send it to the client 

application. This key hierarchy will be stored in the client device in an encrypted form. This 

key hierarchy could be used to encrypt and decrypt financial data and PIN. 

 

Figure 7: Key Management System Architecture 

6.1.1 Communication Server 

Communication server acts as an interface of the system and all communications are 

performed though Communication Server. Once it receives a request from a client, it 

communicates it to the appropriate server in the system.  

6.1.2 Key Management Server 

Key Management server handles all the key management functions such as key generation, 

key encryption, storage and updating keys. The Key Management Server generates the key 

hierarchy and encrypts it according to design before storing and exchanging it.  

6.1.3 Authentication Server 

The Authentication Server resides behind communication server, as shown in Figure 7. It is 

responsible for the authentication of all key requests. It uses a user interface where an 
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administrator authenticates the key requests. Only approved requests are being forwarded 

to the Key Management Server.  

6.1.4 IDMS 

IDMS in our system will handle all the user registration steps. All registered client’s 

information will be stored in the IDMS. Whenever a key request comes from already 

registered user it will be verified by the IDMS and request will be handled accordingly. 

6.1.5 Android Client 

In our client server based Key Management system Android Client is a Smartphone 

application running on Android OS. The Client Application will make a request to the server 

to get the keys. This request will be sent to communication server where it will be forwarded 

to the Authentication Server. The request will be authenticated against Merchant ID. Upon 

successful verification, the Request will be forwarded to Key Management Server where a 

key hierarchy will be generated, encrypted and stored in DB. After storing the keys in the DB, 

a message will be sent to the client via GCM server about the status of keys. Upon receiving 

the message, the client will be able to download keys from the server. 

6.1.6 Google Cloud Messaging 

Google Cloud Messaging is a free service from Google which allows servers to push 

messages to clients. These messages are lightweight message with maximum payload of 4 

KB. To use this service, one must have a Google account. This service must be activated from 

Google APIs console before starting to use this service.  

 

Figure: 8 Activating Google Cloud Messaging Service. 

After activation, we are required to create an account in order to get the Project Number 

and API key. 

 

Figure 9: GCM Project Number 
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Project number is saved at the client application and used to register the device with the 

GCM server. After successful registration, GCM server gives client registration ID. Client 

sends this registration ID to its server with which it wants to communicate.  

The API key is stored at server and used to send push message to clients using their GCM 

registration ID.  

 

Figure 10: GCM API key 

When a server wants to send a push message to its client it uses clients GCM registration ID 

and project API key. If the client is off line then GCM server keeps the message at itself and 

regularly checks the client’s status until it gets online. As soon as client gets online it 

forwards the message to the client. GCM server keeps the message for four weeks if the 

client is off-line. GCM messages are lightweight messages and servers send these messages 

mainly when they want their client to contact servers for updates etc.  

We have used Google Cloud Messaging to notify Android client about their key requests 

approval.  

6.2 Implementation 

6.2.1 Algorithm Selection 

When talking about algorithm selection for symmetric cryptography we have the possibility 

to choose from different symmetric cryptography algorithms, such as DES, triple DES, and 

AES. However, we have chosen AES as our algorithm in this development process. AES allows 

us to choose different key sizes, such as 128, 192, 256 bit and require less processing power 

during encryption and decryption. The encrypted data is more secure than when using triple 

DES. 
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Keeping in mind the processing power of mobile phones, we have chosen 128bit key size in 

our developed system. 128bits AES encryption/decryption requires less processing power, 

but still provides high level of security. 

6.2.2 Platform Selection 

There are target platforms available such as iOS, Windows, BlackBerry but we have chosen 

Android as our target platform to design our key management client application. Android is 

an open source and most popular Mobile OS and currently holds the biggest share in the 

market. By choosing Android we can cover a bigger target market. 

6.2.3 Development Environment 

6.2.3.1 Java Technology 

For the development of server side Key Management application we have used Java 

technology. Java is widely used and provides a powerful set of libraries. To implement 

security features we have used Java cryptographic extensions.  

6.2.3.2 Navicat Database 

To store keys in the database, we have used Navicat database. The keys will be stored encrypted and 

access to database is restricted. 

6.2.3.3 Eclipse IDE 

We have used Eclipse IDE Helios for the development of both Server and Android Client. The 

development of server is done under standard Java environment. For Android client we have 

added Android SDK plug-in in Eclipse IDE. 

6.2.3.4 Socket Server 

For the exchange of requests and data between communication Server and Android client 

we have used simple Socket Server technology using java libraries. 

6.2.3.5 Android SDK 

To develop Android Client Application, we have used Android SDK with Eclipse IDE. Android SDK 

includes powerful set of development tools and libraries.   

6.2.3.6 Google Cloud Messaging 

We have used GCM (Google Cloud Messaging) for the exchange of online/offline messages 

from server to Android client.  

6.2.3.7 JSON 

JSON is an open standard for exchange of data between exchange parties. It is easy and 

human readable format. We have used JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) data interchange 

format to interchange data between server and Android client. 
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7 Demonstration and Results Analysis 

7.1 Demonstration 
This section will show the complete working of the prototype of the developed key 

management system using screen shots. 

7.1.1 User Registration 

When the client side application starts, the first step is user registration. It is necessary to 

register to start using the application. The user information will be sent to the server. Server 

will register user with the authentication server and information will be stored in the IDMS. 

 

Screen Shot 1: First time User Registration Screens. 

If the merchant is already registered it can simply login by providing its PIN code. 
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7.1.2 Device Registration with GCM server 

After successful user registration, the next step is to register device with the GCM server. 

Device registration is a three step process. 

 

Figure 12: Device Registration with Google Clouding Message Diagram. 

 

1. First of all the device will send a request to GCM server to register itself with the 

GCM server. 

 

2. GCM server will register the device and reply with a device registration ID. 

 

3. After receiving GCM registration ID, client will send this registration ID to the 

communication server. Communication server will register this ID with the 

authentication server and the IDMS for future communication. 

 

Device is mandatory to use the key management functionality of the application. 

Application also provides the functionality to update device registration. 
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Screen Shot 2: Device Registration with Google Cloud Messaging Server. 

7.1.3 Request Keys 

When user’s device is registered with the GCM, user can send a request to get the 

cryptographic keys from the server. Communication server will receive this request and 

forward it to the authentication server. Authentication server will display this request to the 

administrators GUI. Administrator can approve or decline the request. 
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- Decline Request: If the administrator chooses to decline request, a rejection message 

will be sent back to the client via GCM server. 

- Approve Request: If the administrator approves the key request, it will be forwarded 

to Key Management server. Key Management server will generate five AES 128-bit 

keys, encrypt them according to the key hierarchy design and store them in secure 

key management DB. After the storing process an approval message will be sent to 

the client via GCM.  

 

 

Screen Shot 3: Request Keys and Update Key Screen. 

7.1.4 Keys Download 

When client’s key request is successfully approved, it will receive an approval message from 

the GCM server and an alert message with “Download Keys” button will pop-up at the 

client’s screen. By clicking the button, the keys will be downloaded and stored at the client 

device which can be used later. 

7.1.5 Update Keys 

It’s not a good idea to use the same keys for a longer period of time. Therefore, the keys 

must be updated after a certain period of time or according to key security policy. These 

keys management system has also “Update Keys” functionality. A client can request Update 

Keys to replace already existing keys with new keys. 
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The update keys request is sent to the server. Communication Server receives the request 

and forwards it to the authentication server where the merchant information is verified 

using IDMS and the request is forwarded to the Key Management server. Key Management 

server generate AES 128bit keys and encrypts them according to the key hierarchy design 

and replaces existing keys with the new keys. It also sends new generated keys back to the 

client using JSON data exchange format. 
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7.2 Result Analysis 

The system is developed in accordance to the ANS X9.24-1:2009 standard entitled “Retail 

Financial Services Symmetric Key Management Using Symmetric Techniques”. After 

successful implementation of the system, we have verified our prototype system against 

that standard. The following table compares our results with the standard. 

 ANS X9.24-1:2009 

Retail Financial Services Symmetric Key 

Management Part 1: Using Symmetric 

Techniques 

 

Our Implemented 

Key Management 

Prototype 

Secure 

Environment 

A Key Management environment should be 

protected physically, procedurally and logically 

to prevent the disclosure of any keying 

material existing within the environment. [14] 

 

�  

Key Generation Keys shall be generated by using a random or 

pseudo-random process. [14] 

�  

Key Replacement Cryptographic keys shall be replaced with a 

new keys within the time deemed feasible to 

determine the current key by exhaustive 

attack. [14] 

�  

Master Key Master Keys are distributed using some 

physical process, e.g., the device keypad, 

magnetic cards, key loading device. [14] 

�  

Transaction Keys Transaction Keys are distributed and replaced 

encrypted under a Key Encrypting Key. In a 

layer hierarchy multiple levels of Key 

Encrypting Keys may be used. Each Key 

Encrypting Key is distributed and replaced 

encrypted under the next-higher level Key 

Encrypting Key. [14] 

�  
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8 Conclusions and Future Works 

8.1 Conclusions 
Mobile phones have emerged as an import technology in our everyday life and people are 

heavily depending on these small devices in their daily routines. Talking about their usages in 

financial transactions, mobile payments and shopping through mobiles are quite common. 

To have more reliable financial transactions, there is a need to have end-to-end security for 

such applications. For such a sensitive matter, depending upon third party (network 

operators) is not as efficient. Considering this assumption, there is a need of some security 

mechanisms for such mobile applications, which can provide end-to-end security. This can 

only be achieved by integrating security features into mobile phone applications or by a 

specialized security application installed in phone. 

In this research, we have successfully developed a specialized key management system for 

financial transactions. This key management system could be used as a standalone key 

management system to provide keys for encryption/decryption or could easily be integrated 

with financial mobile application and banking/payment servers. Our key management allows 

mobile phones to securely download cryptographic key hierarchy which is used to encrypt 

and decrypt financial data, such as PIN and transaction info. These keys could also be easily 

updated at any time when needed. Our key management system is an effect system that 

needs less processing power, but still provides a strong cryptography using AES algorithm. 

Our system is developed according to the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) 

approved standard ANS X9.24-1:2009, Retail Financial Services Symmetric Key Management, 

which could also be vital to certify the Payment Method.  

In short, our developed system has formed the basis for end-to-end security for mobile 

phones and proper usage of our system could increase the security of any financial 

application and thus the users trust into system.  

8.2 Future Works 
In this research we have described different Mobile OS, but due to time limited nature of 

this project, our key management system is limited to Android platform. The following work 

could be carried out on the basis of this development work: 

• Apple’s iOS is another popular Mobile OS and is largely used. A similar key 

management system could be developed for iOS. 

• A payment server could also be designed and tested with our designed key 

management system. 

• In earlier chapters we have mention about Key Security Policy which is another 

interesting topic. An effective Key Security Policy could also be written and 

implemented with this key management system. 
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